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ABSTRACT
The acceleration of high-energy ion beams (up to several tens of MeV per nucleon) following the
interaction of short and intense laser pulses with solid targets has been one of the most important
results of recent laser-plasma research [1]. The acceleration is driven by relativistic electrons,
which acquire energy directly from the laser pulse and set up extremely large (~TV/m) space
charge fields at the target interfaces. The properties of laser-driven ion beams (high brightness
and laminarity, high-energy cut-off, ultrashort burst duration) distinguish them from lower
energy ions accelerated in earlier experiments at moderate laser intensities, and compare
favourably with those of "conventional" accelerator beams.

In view of these properties, laser-driven ion beams can be employed in a number of innovative
applications in the scientific, technological and medical areas. We will discuss in particular
aspects of interest to their application in an Inertial Confinement Fusion context.
Laser-driven protons are indeed being considered as a possible trigger for Fast Ignition of a pre-
compressed fuel. [2] Recent results relating to the optimization of beam energy and focusing will
be presented. These include the use of laser-driven impulsive fields for proton beam collimation
and focusing [3], and the investigation of acceleration in presence of finite-scale plasma gradient.
Proposed target developments enabling proton production at high repetition rate will also be
discussed.

Another important area of application of proton beams is diagnostic use in a particle probing
arrangement for detection of density non-homogeneities [4] and electric/magnetic fields [5]. We
will discuss the use of laser-driven proton beams for the diagnosis of magnetic and electric fields
in planar and hohlraum targets and for the detection of fields associated to relativistic electron
propagation through dense matter, an issue of high relevance for electron driven Fast Ignition.
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